PRODUCT CARD

PRODUCT CODE: OR-PL-363WLPMM4
EAN CODE: 5901752484924

LED lighting fixture BRYZA ECO with
microwave sensor, 12W, IP66
Use of the LED technology guarantees high energy efficiency and long life of the ceiling light fitting The lamp integrates
ideally with any interior due to its base made of resistant ABS combined with the non-breakable milk PC lampshade Its high
tightness (IP66) ensures protection against dust and strong water jets, therefore it can be installed both indoors and
outdoors The microwave motion detector located inside the ceiling light fitting responds to motion and the twilight sensor
switches lighting on only if necessary (depending on settings).

Light source:

Rated power:

Nominal voltage:

LED SMD

12W

230V~, 50Hz

Luminous flux:

Colour temperature:

lm

4000K

Adjustable daylight sensor
(LUX):

Adjustable time setting (TIME):

Type of sensor:

Material of the lampshade:

microwave

polycarbonate

Control of the motion sensor:
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General information
Light source:

LED SMD

Rated power:

12 W

Degree of protection (IP):
Colour rendering index (ra):
Colour:
Nominal voltage:
Luminous flux:
Colour temperature:
Dimensions - width:
Adjustable daylight sensor (LUX):
Daylight sensor adjustment range (LUX):
Adjustment of motion detection range (SENS):

Detection angle:
Control of the motion sensor:
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lm
4000K
300 mm
yes
2lux, 10lux, 30lux, 50lux, OFF
yes

100 mm

Type of sensor:

tel. 32 43 43 110

230V~, 50Hz

Dimensions - depth:

Detection range:

44-141 Gliwice

white

300 mm

Lighting time adjustment range (TIME):

ul. Rolników 437

>70

Dimensions - height:

Adjustable time setting (TIME):
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66

yes
min: 10 sek. ± 3 sek.; max: 30 min. ± 2 min.
4-12m m
microwave
360°
yes
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